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WITCH HATS
IN THE MORTUARY ~ CD SINGLE
In The Mortuary is the second single to be lifted from
Melbourne band Witch Hats highly acclaimed 2011
release Pleasure Syndrome (out now on Longtime Listener). Recorded by Casey Rice (Tortoise, Dirty Three),
the song emanates a sound of bad juju mixed with
melodic pop-laden rumblings, catchy riffs, all blended
with murky undertones.
Having released two EP’s and two albums since their
formation, and after various line up changes, the album reflects a more mature and pop-orientated
sound for Witch Hats, albeit still containing a mixture of
primal pop, post-punk, swamp rock, avant-noise and
gothic-noir nuances.
Pleasure Syndrome is described by their record
label Longtime Listener, as ‘the sound of a brash young
band grown a little older, possibly wiser, and certainly
more musically adroit....Witch Hats are a band who see
the cold light of day via the shadows they dwell in...’
Comprising of Kris Buscombe (vocals/guitar), Ash
Buscombe (bass), Robert Wrigley (guitar), and Matt
Cox (drums) Witch Hats will be touring various cities to
showcase songs from the album in the very near
future. Keep an eye on your gig guides. A video clip
for In The Mortuary was recently filmed in a Melbourne
warehouse by director Kate Hodgetts.
Listen to In The Mortuary here :

http://soundcloud.com/longtime-listener/05in-the-mortuary/s-jT8BX
Watch the In The Mortuary video clip here :

http://vimeo.com/35005660
“With Pleasure Syndrome, Witch Hats might just have
birthed a modern Australian classic”
(Album of the Week - Four and a half stars out of five)
RAVE MAGAZINE, BRISBANE
“10 more reasons descriptors underrated and underground should be associated with this band no longer” (Four and a half stars out of five)
– THE AUSTRALIAN NEWSPAPER
“A watershed moment for the band”
(Four and a half stars out of five)
– TIME OFF, BRISBANE
“One of the best Aussie records released this year”
– INPRESS, MELBOURNE
For more information go to :
http://witchhats.bandcamp.com
www.facebook.com/pages/Witch-Hats/10239828570

Witch Hats are available for interviews / live
to airs / reviews
& any other press opportunities
Please contact Lou Ridsdale from Lance
Rock Publicity if you would like to arrange
an interview, or require any further information.
Lou Ridsdale
Lance Rock Publicity
lou@lancerock.com.au
0410 436 660

